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## Welcome and introduction

**Yasmina SAFY**  
Markets and Operations  
International Banking and Finance Institute

---

## Cybersecurity at the Banque de France, a risk-based approach

**Laurent CHAILLEY**  
Information Security Officer  
Risk Prevention Directorate

---

## Convenience break

---

## Operational security: detection and reaction to cyber-attacks

**Nicolas PLEY**  
Head of Cybersecurity  
IT and Telecommunications Directorate

---

## Lunch break

---

## Threats increase in the light of the pandemic

**Bruno RIOJA**  
CERT Banque de France  
IT and Telecommunications Directorate

---

## Convenience break

---

## Awareness actions

**Christophe GARDA**  
Information Security  
Risk Prevention Directorate

---

## End of the session

---

## Welcome

**Yasmina SAFY**

---

## Case study

- Incident case (Cyber attack)
- Participant work in small groups
- Identification of « best practices »

**James ATACK**  
Head of CERT-BdF  
IT and Telecommunications Directorate

---

## End of the seminar